
Help your young readers take to tHe skies witH tom palmer

Tom Palmer’s breathtaking Wings series commemorates the centenary of the First 
World War and the forthcoming centenary of the RAF. Endorsed by RAF Museums, 
the books feature model planes to cut out and assemble and are sure to appeal to 
keen and reluctant readers alike. There is an added benefit in the super-readable 
design that extends accessiblity to students with dyslexia or visual stress.

Tom delivers inspiring author events and in 2016 will launch his interactive Wings 
Reading Tour. Students will have the chance to get up close and personal with 
artefacts from C20th conflicts including airmen’s kit and silk maps, bringing history 
to life.
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Please lose the marketing bullet points and replace with the following copy:

Help your young readers take to the skies with Tom Palmer

Tom Palmer’s breathtaking Wings series commemorates the centenary of the First 
World War and the forthcoming centenary of the RAF. Endorsed by RAF Museums, the 
books feature model planes to cut out and assemble and are sure to appeal to keen and 
reluctant readers alike. There is an added benefit in the super-readable design that ex-
tends accessiblity to students with dyslexia or visual stress.

Tom delivers inspiring author events and in 2016 will launch his interactive Wings 
Reading Tour. Students will have the chance to get up close and personal with artefacts 
from C20th conflicts including airmen’s kit and silk maps, bringing history to life.

Instead of the ordering info box, 

Praise for Tom’s events
“The children were all engaged in the session. Tom was really relaxed with them and 
spoke to them in friendly and supportive manner. The children are still talking about his 
books and which they have read and which they want to read next. It was a very worth-
while event. A bonus was that it allowed me as a teacher to find out a lot about the read-
ing habits of the children through his question and answer session!” 

In place of the Bounce and BS addresses, will you run these across?
Books available from all good suppliers or www.barringtonstoke.co.uk

To book an event or for more events information contact info@tompalmer.co.uk

For any other queries, contact admin@barringtonstoke.co.uk
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Book one: flyBoy
Jatinder seems to be living his dream - he’s training for 
his team’s youth squad, and his host parents Steve and 
Esther are really great. But the other kids are always 
on the alert for anything that makes a player different, 
and Jatinder is definitely that. Steve reckons it’s good 
to be different – look at his own hero, Hardit Singh 
Malik. That night Jatinder wakes up in a seriously 
surprising situation – flying Hardit’s WWI fighter plane 
into enemy airspace.

Publication date: March 2016

ISBN 978-1-78112-535-9

From football to flight sequences and real-
life drama to fantasy, Tom Palmer’s Wings 
sequence has it all. Two conflicts, three 
iconic planes and four children whose lives 
will never be the same again. Vivid, high-
octane writing drops the reader right into 
the action and high-end production includes 
perforated jacket-flaps with plane models 
to cut out, assemble and collect.

Book two: spitfire
Greg is only happy when he’s active – on the pitch or on his iPod, it doesn’t 
matter. But as soon as training’s over or Steve takes the iPod away, he’s on 
edge. Steve suggests that Greg do something quiet with him – make one of 
Steve’s beloved Airfix kits. And the next thing Greg knows, he’s in the cockpit of 
a Spitfire, being forced out of the sky by a German pilot. 

Publication date: June 2016

ISBN 978-1-78112-536-6

Book tHree: typHoon
Sisters Molly and Eve are new to the football school. They bicker all the time, 
they never agree and they constantly try to score points against one another. 
Steve and Esther are keen to get the girls working together, and it’s an uphill 
struggle. But the airfield has other ideas… Molly and Eve wake up in twin 
Typhoon fighters, covering each other’s back as they attempt to destroy and 
arms dump in North Africa.  

Publication date: August 2016

ISBN 978-1-78112-537-3

eacH Book includes detacHaBle planes to cut out and assemBle

aBout tom palmer
Tom Palmer is a best-selling author and the RAF Museum’s 
Writer-in-Residence for children for the run-up to the RAF’s 
100th anniversary in 2018. He is a tireless campaigner 
for reading, with a background as a bookseller and reader 
development worker. 

Tom is the author of the Football Academy series from Puffin 
and his rugby and football titles for Barrington Stoke - including 
Secret FC, Scrum and Rugby Academy - have sold over 100,000 
copies. He has a passion for history and with 2014’s Over the 
Line – the story of a professional footballer in the trenches – he 
took his writing to new levels.

events and materials
Tom is an inspiring speaker available for festivals, school visits and other events throughout the UK. 
Please contact www.jane.walker@barringtonstoke.co.uk or see www.tompalmer.co.uk for more 
information on availability and event formats.

Contact admin@barringtonstoke.co.uk for author posters, showcards and other POS requirements. 

“Tom is the RAF Museum’s Writer in Residence. His close relationship with the museums 
and his obsessive eye for detail mean that I was not at all surprised that his Wings 
books are both highly authentic and hugely exciting. These are Biggles books for the 21st 
century.”

– Phil Clayton, EduCation offiCE at Raf MusEuM

“Tom Palmer is a kind of missionary sent by the Premier League.”

– daily MiRRoR

Tom Palmer with a group of students at the RAF Museum. 


